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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

There has been a long-standing controversy on how dislocations interact with interfaces. Here we
report in-situ observations that in a Cu–brass heterostructured TEM film Frank–Read sources are the
primary dislocation sources. They were dynamically formed and deactivated throughout the deformation in grain interior, which has never been reported before. This observation indicates that strain
gradient near interfaces cannot be quantitatively related to the density gradient of geometrically
necessary dislocations, and it was primarily produced by Frank–Read source gradient instead of dislocation pile-ups. These findings provide new insights on how to design heterostructured interfaces
to enhance mechanical properties.

Received 19 March 2019

It has been a perpetual challenge to produce strong
and tough materials for engineering applications. Many
approaches have been reported to produce strong materials, but these often come at the sacrifice of ductility
[1–3]. Good ductility is required for a strong material to be simultaneously tough. Interface engineering
such as introducing twins [4,5], second-phases [6,7], and
grain refinement [1] have been extensively reported for
improving the strength and/or ductility of metals. Their
general principle is to utilize dislocation–interface interactions to modify mechanical behavior.
Recently, heterostructured (HS) materials were found
to be able to avoid the trade-off between strength
and ductility [3,8]. This makes it essential to understand how dislocations interact with HS interfaces so
as to pave the scientific foundation for this new type
of materials. The superior mechanical properties were
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attributed to back-stress-induced synergistic strengthening and work hardening, which are produced by
the piling-up of geometrically necessary dislocations
(GNDs) at HS domain interfaces [8]. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) indeed revealed GND gradient
near interfaces in a Cu–brass heterostructure after tensile
testing, which seems to agree with the popular dislocation pile-up theory [9–12]. However, a negative strain
gradient was recently found near the Cu–brass interface, i.e. the higher plastic strain the nearer the interface
[13]. This is contrary to the strain gradient produced
by GND pileup from Frank–Read sources. Therefore,
it was concluded that the strain gradient was produced
by dislocation emissions from the interface [13], which
is consistent with a minority view that the Frank–Read
sources rarely exist in grain interior and interfaces
such as grain boundaries are the primary dislocation
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Figure 1. Perfect dislocation emissions from a Cu/brass interface. (a) A Cu grain–brass interface delineated by four purple dots. The blue
arrow indicates a stress concentration spot. (b) A perfect dislocation (marked by the blue arrow) emitted from the interface at the stress
concentration spot. (c) The dislocation reached the sample surface and broke to two segments as indicated by two blue arrows.

sources [14–16]. This minority view has been controversial for over half a century [17]. These controversies
cannot be solved by post-mortem transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) observations, which cannot differentiate dislocation sources or the dynamic process of
dislocation processes.
Here we report in-situ TEM observations of dislocation dynamics in a soft Cu grain near an interface with
brass (Cu–10 wt.% Zn), which were produced by accumulative rolling bonding. The TEM extensor is made
of two thermally actuated bimetallic strips developed
in Beijing University of Technology [18–21] (For more
information, see Supplemental Materials). It is surprisingly found that the strain gradient near the interface was
primarily caused by the dynamic formation and deactivation of Frank–Read sources near the interface.
Figure 1 shows an example of dislocation emission
into a Cu grain interior from the Cu/brass interface
observed under in-situ TEM (Supplementary Movie 1).
The Cu grain is about 2 μm long and 0.8 μm wide.
In Figure 1(a) the four purple dots delineate the interface while the blue arrow marks a high-stress location
on the interface, as indicated by the dark strain contrast. Figure 1(b,c) are higher magnification of the same
location upon further in-situ straining. As shown in
Figure 1(b), a perfect dislocation is emitted at the stress
concentration spot on the interface (blue arrow). This
dislocation semi-loop is gliding and growing on a slip
plane inclined to the sample surface. When a segment
of dislocation reaches and glides out of the surface, the
dislocation semi-loop is broken into two segments, as
indicated by the two blue arrows in Figure 1(c). A total of
two perfect dislocation emissions from the interface were
observed in this experiment.
Figure 2 shows the nucleation of twins through partial
dislocation emissions from the interface and dislocation
interactions with the twins (Supplementary Movie 2).

Figure 2(a) shows a staking fault growing from the interface by a slipping partial. The stacking fault is on an
inclined {111} slip plane, which produced parallel Moiré
fringes. It intersects both the top and bottom surfaces,
making it look like a ribbon. It appeared narrow because
it has a large inclination angle to the surface. Upon further straining, two more partials are emitted in adjacent planes, but at varying distances from the interface
(Figure 2(b)), which formed a twin with a two-layer segment as marked by the blue arrow and a three-layer
segment as indicated by the green arrow. Further straining moved the three partials close to the twinning front
(Figure 2(c)), while a dislocation is interacting with the
twin (see the orange arrow). The dislocation caused local
detwinning (Figure 2(d), blue arrow). The detwinning
mechanism by a perfect dislocation can be found in our
earlier work [22].
Further straining leads to the nucleation and growth
of another twin, which is shorter and parallel to the
first twin (Figure 2(e)). The second twin has three layers
spaced at a distance from each other, suggesting that they
repel each other. In other words, they may have the same
Burgers vector. Therefore, this twin is likely formed by the
monotonic emission of partials from the interface, and
will produce a twinning strain [23]. Interestingly, there
is a Frank–Read source between the two twins, which
emitted perfect dislocations toward the interface. We propose a possible mechanism for the Frank–Read source to
operate between the two twins (Supplemental Figure S6).
Figure 2(f) indicates extensive interactions between dislocations and twins near the interface, which produced a
high intensity and complex strain field.
Frank–Read dislocation sources were found dynamically formed, and deactivated after emitting some dislocations (Supplementary Movie 3). A total of ten
Frank–Read sources were observed at a different stage
of straining (Supplemental Figures S7–S14). These
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Figure 2. Twin nucleation and growth from the domain interface and twin-dislocation interactions. (a) A stacking fault nucleated from
the interface. (b) A three-layer deformation twin (green arrow) changes to two layers near the growth end (blue arrow). (c) A perfect
dislocation interacting with the twin (orange arrow). (d) Detwinning caused by a dislocation (blue arrow). (e) Second twin from the
interface and dislocations emitted from a Fran-Read source between the two twins. (f) Strain ﬁeld near the interface.

dislocations typically glide toward and piled up against
the interface. When a Frank–Read source was deactivated, the dislocation pileup associated with it often
disappears. Figure 3(a) shows five dislocations that were
emitted from a Frank–Read source and piled up against
the interface. Upon further straining, the Frank–Read
source was deactivated with only two remnant dislocations left (Figure 3(b)). Note that these dislocations
slipped for a relatively long distance without encountering the sample surface, indicating that they are on a {111}
slip plane that is almost parallel to the sample surface.
Figure 3(c) shows another Frank–Read source that was
formed after the one in Figure 3(a) was deactivated. As
shown, a half dislocation loop was formed. However, with
further straining the dislocation loop reached the surface, and was broken into two segments as indicated by
two black arrows. This indicates that the slip plane of
this Frank–Read source is different from those discussed
earlier.
The in-situ TEM observation here solved three critical issues in dislocation-interface interactions. The first
is the mechanism for the formation of the negative strain
gradient near the interface. GNDs are responsible for
producing the back-stress observed in heterostructured
materials [8,24,25]. It is generally believed that in coarsegrained metals Frank–Read sources in grain interior

are main dislocation sources [26–28]. If the dislocations
emitted from a Frank–Read source piles up against an
interface, they become the type of GNDs that produce
long-range back stress [25]. The other type of GNDs is
those that form low-angle grain boundaries, which do
not produce back-stress. For dislocation pile-up, the plastic strain increases from the interface to the Frank–Read
source, which hereafter we refer to as the positive strain
gradient. The plastic strain at the interface is zero if no
dislocation is pushed into the interface. It was recently
observed that a negative strain gradient exists near the
Cu–brass interface [13], which is opposite to the above
Frank–Read source scenario. Therefore, it was concluded
that interfaces were the dislocation sources [13], which
is consistent with the decades-old minority view that
dislocation ledges at grain boundaries are the primary
dislocation sources [14,17].
In the current in-situ TEM observation, only two
perfect dislocations and two thin twins were observed
emitted from the interface, as compared to about ten
Frank–Read sources that were dynamically generated,
each emitting a number of dislocations toward the
interface before being eventually deactivated. The dislocation pileups mostly disappeared after the deactivation
of the dislocation sources. These observations indicate
that the Frank–Read sources are primarily responsible
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Figure 3. Dynamic nucleation and deactivation of Frank–Read sources. (a) A Frank–Read source produced ﬁve dislocations pilingup against the interface, (b) The deactivation of the dislocation source; (c) Another Frank–Read source was activated and emitted a
dislocation loop. (d) The dislocation loop was broken at the sample surface.

for the observed negative strain gradient. Logically, since
most Frank–Read sources did not produce GND pile-up,
only the density gradient of the Frank–Read sources can
produce the observed negative strain gradient since the
dislocation pileup will produce a positive strain gradient.
Since both dislocation density and stresses are higher as
it gets closer to the interface, it is logically reasonable to
hypothesize that the closer to the interface, the higher
probability to generate Frank–Read sources. This will
produce the observed density gradient of the Frank–Read
sources to yield a negative strain gradient. This hypothesis is verified by analyzing the distances of Frank–Read
sources from the interface (Supplemental Figure S15).
The second long-standing issue possibly solved here
is whether Frank–Read source plays a primary role
in the plastic deformation of coarse-grained metals.
The majority view in textbooks is that Frank–Read
sources are primarily responsible in coarse-grained metals [26,28,29], while grain boundaries may become the
dominant dislocation source in nanocrystalline metals

[4,30–35]. However, Murr [14] argued that Frank–Read
sources rarely exist in the grain interior and grain boundary ledges are the primary dislocation sources, as proposed by Li in 1961 [17]. Murr used postmortem TEM
observations [36] to support his hypothesis. The in-situ
TEM observations here clearly indicate that dynamic
Frank–Read sources are the primary dislocation sources
in coarse-grained Cu, and postmortem TEM observations are not reliable since the Frank–Read sources are
dynamically generated and deactivated during the deformation process, which leaves behind little evidence for
postmortem TEM observation.
The third issue solved here is the relationship between
the strain gradient and GND density gradient. It is
believed that the strain gradient has to be accommodated
by GNDs [37], which hints at a quantitative relationship
between the magnitude of strain gradient and GND density gradient. The dynamic nature of Frank–Read sources
and the disappearance of dislocation pileups make it necessary to revise the current strain plasticity theory [37]
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of dynamic nature of the Frank–Read source. (a) Intersection of two dislocations gliding on diﬀerent slip
planes, (b) Two pinning jogs formed along a gliding dislocation, (c) A Frank–Read source is generated to emit dislocations under the local
stress, and (d) The Frank–Read source is deactivated by a new jog formed between the two pinning jogs.

as well as our understanding of the relationship between
the strain gradient and back-stress evolution [25]. Specifically, the strain gradient near the interface is related to
the density gradient of Frank–Read sources, not directly
to the GND density gradient, although a GND density
gradient was indeed developed [9]. Since most GNDs are
destroyed instead of being accumulated, with increasing
applied strain it can be logically expected that the increase
in GND pileups will slow down and eventually reach
a dynamic saturation, which will lead to a corresponding slowing down and saturation of back stress. This
was exactly what has been observed in heterostructured
materials [8,9].
The dynamic nature of the Frank–Read sources is
surprising but can be understood with the concept of
dislocation intersections [26,29]. When two dislocations
gliding on different slip planes intersect each other, they
will produce jogs in the other dislocation line. The magnitude and orientation of the jog in one dislocation line
equal those of the Burgers vector of the other dislocation (see Figure 4(a)). Since the jog is not on the original
slip plane of the dislocation, it acts to pin the dislocation
line, a scenario that has been observed in the current insitu TEM experiment (Supplemental Figure S4). If two
jogs are formed along with a gliding dislocation and their
spatial distance are large enough for the dislocation segment between them to bow out to emit dislocations under
the local stress, a Frank–Read source will be generated
(Figure 4(b,c)). Considering the large number of slip systems on the four {111} planes in fcc Cu, the probability of
forming such Frank–Read sources should be very high,
which is why so many Frank–Read sources were observed
during the in-situ TEM experiments.
The Frank–Read source could be deactivated if a new
jog forms on the dislocation segment between the two
pinning jogs, in which the local stress may no longer be

able to bow out the shorter remaining free dislocation
segments. The critical shear stress needed to activate a
Frank–Read source is [26].
τc =

2Gb
,
d

(1)

where G is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector
magnitude and d is the distance between two pinning
points. When a new pinning point is formed on the dislocation line between the two original pinning points, d
will decrease and the critical stress needed to bow out
the shorter dislocation segment will increase, leading to
the deactivation of the Frank–Read source (Figure 4(d)).
We have indeed observed many dislocation segments that
cannot emit dislocations because they are too short.
It should be noted that TEM observations can only
be performed on thin films [38]. This casts some uncertainty on our in-situ TEM results since the thin film may
be under different stress state from the bulk, and the
free surfaces may affect dislocation slip. We note that the
current observations can be logically explained using current textbook knowledge without invoking thin film, and
believe that the results at least qualitatively reflect the
physics of dislocation interaction with domain interfaces.
Nevertheless, more study is needed, possibly by computer
modeling.
The probability of observing dislocation pile-ups is
affected by the tendency for planar slip, which is in turn
affected by stacking fault energy (SFE), and lattice friction caused by solute atoms [39]. Pure Cu is a wavy slip
material [39], meaning easy dislocation cross-slip, which
is largely responsible for the observed disappearance of
dislocation pile-ups.
Low SFE makes it difficult for a perfect dislocation to
cross-slip, meaning stable dislocation pile-ups. Indeed,
we have observed extensive dislocation pile-ups in 304L
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stainless steel (Supplemental Figure S5), which has lower
SFE (18 mJ/m2 ) [40] than Cu (54.6 mJ/m2 ) [4]. Since
GND piling-up can effectively produce back stress [25],
it can be logically deduced that low SFE should promote back-stress hardening to produce superior mechanical properties. Lastly, back-stress hardening has been
recently renamed hetero-deformation induced (HDI)
hardening for more precise description of physics [41].
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